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The Beautiful Game
Mark Pilbeam

The 2014 FIFA World Cup began on
Thursday June 12 and ended on Sunday July 13 with
victory to Germany over Argentina 1-0. Soccer is
“the beautiful game” – one that I used to play
decades ago. One of the most exciting parts of the
game as a spectator is to see the goalie pull off a
great save.  The Golden Glove award for best keeper
of the tournament was awarded to Germany’s
Manuel Neuer who kept clean sheets in the group
matches although he conceded a consolation goal in
the 7-1 semi-final rout of Brazil.

Modelling is also a beautiful game and
occasionally as spectators we see a great save. In the
role of Kraut championship goalie Rod made a great
save for me from the Academy Kurfurst. The story
unfolds like a championship match where the beauty
of the game is hidden until the last moment.

The Kit
The Academy kit is a limited release boxing

with new Cartograf decals and brass MG131 muzzles
and pitot tube from Master. These are very nice and
will be used on the Hasegawa offering. I had in mind
to use some 20 year old Aeromaster decals for a
Kurfurst flown by Uffz Martin Deskau from 11./JG 3
at Pasewalk in March 1945.

The kit itself has good shape and few
shortcomings. The main problem is misalignment of
the tailplanes (right half is marginally higher than
left) which requires a fix. The easiest fix found on
the internet involves attaching each of the tailplanes,
then cementing the forward fuselage, followed by
some fettling of the rear fuselage to bring the
tailplane halves level. Once they are  correctly
aligned there is enough flexibility in the plastic to
clamp and glue the rear fuselage. When this is dry the
fin/rudder profile can be restored and there is enough
thickness of the plastic to restore the rear fuselage
shape and smooth the join without plastic card or



filler. This means loss of some of the surface detail,
which is otherwise well done with fine engraving.
The shape of the tailplanes differs in a moral sense
from the Fujimi and Hasegawa offerings.  The
radiators are a bit simplified and the flaps, ailerons
and slats are moulded integrally with the wing.
Somebody on the internet had a whinge about the
canopy but it looks fine to me. The decal sheet is
beautiful and the bonus brass accessories are finely
rendered.

(Thanks to Cybermodeller
and Master for these images)

The cockpit is a bit spartan and was replaced
by Aires resin and PE, which are a good fit. The
exhausts are a bit lumpy and were replaced by a set
from Quickboost.  Everything else is fine - the fit is
precise and details such as the shape of the wing
bulges and the alignment of the undercarriage are
well done. Note that the tailwheel doors are engraved
details – in most Ks they were wired shut and the
tailwheel was fixed in the extended position.

The Build
The kit is simple and the number of fiddly

bits is small. The tailplane issue was easily fixed and
there were no problems fitting the Aires cockpit. Fit
is excellent throughout and no filler was needed - it
seemed to be ready to paint in a jiffy. The
camouflage pattern was the “minimum labour”
simplified variant with 76 undersides,  75/83
uppersurfaces and hard-edged stencilled 75/83 mottle
on the fin and rudder. There is a good photo of
Deskau’s aircraft showing the scheme and this (as in
the real thing) didn’t take long to paint with my fave
Gunze acrylics.  I thought  “gloss it up, let it dry
overnight and do the decals tomorrow”.  I sprayed it
with rattlecan Gunze gloss varnish and went to bed.
At this stage the fates intervened.

The next day I went to the shed to see how
things were shaping up. The gloss varnish was only
partly dry and had pooled along the lower fuselage
and blobbed beneath the radiators and tailplane. The
dry areas of  varnish had cracked like the surface of
an old master before restoration. There were also
areas of chalky discolouration over the wings where
the surface was otherwise OK.



This has never happened before. Distraught,
I called Pythagoras on his mobile. There was an
invitation to leave voicemail: “Be silent, or let thy
words be worth more than silence”. I realised that
this was not a philosophical problem and hung up.
Then one of his Golden Verses came to mind:

“As for the misfortunes that are sent to
people according to their destinies, you have to
endure them patiently. Strive nevertheless to alleviate
the pain as much as you can. And remember that the
Immortal Gods never send to people trials above
their strengths.”

I asked the Immortal Gods for a hand, then
polished out the cracked and blobby surface with
graded emery cloths finishing with  4000 grit, and re-
applied the paint where it had polished off. I
resprayed with a different lot of gloss varnish. It
seemed OK so the decals went on.  Then another coat
of varnish. The next morning the varnish had cracked
and blobbed again.  I suspect that subzero
temperatures in the shed overnight may have been
responsible. Realising the Gods were having a bit of
a lend of me I took the model to the MoB meeting,
fearing that it might not become as beautiful as its
subject.

The Great Save
Rod looked at the model and said: “You’ll

have to weather it - a lot.” Brilliant – of course! I
don’t go much for weathering as a rule but since the
model was almost ruined there was nothing to lose.

As soon as I got home out came the fine grit
emery cloths and as much of the varnish as I dared
came off without wrecking the decals.Then a hit with
weathering powders, followed by the 0.2mm Artline
magic marker and the black and grey pastel chalks.

Prominent panel lines and the edges of the
slats, ailerons, flaps and radiator flaps got a going
over with the Artline followed by a rubdown with a
slightly moist Kleenex in the direction of airflow.
This left a little black pigment in the lines and
slightly discoloured  the control surfaces.  The
exhaust grime was a mix of black and grey pastel
chalk. Some dry aluminum powder got rubbed onto
the traffic areas on the wings and about the cockpit.
Oil stains were done with the Artline and rubbed
with the moist tissue along the lower fuselage where
the varnish had pooled. When I was done the model
looked so grubby you couldn’t see the cracks in the
varnish - or much else of the surface for that matter.
The rest of the fiddly bits went on – undercarriage
doors, aileron mass balances, pitot tube, Morane
mast- and it really didn’t look too bad.

Tempting fate I resprayed it with very thin
matt varnish. It looks OK – not my best but not in the
bin either. Golden Glove awards -  Manuel Neuer,
come on down! Rod Payne, come on down!


